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The Cultural Foundation of the National Bank of Greece,
widely known, by its initials in Greek, as MIET, was founded in 1966 as a culminating event on the occasion of the
National Bank’s celebration of its 125th anniversary. Its overall purpose, as stated in its founding charter, is to support
and promote the Humanities, the Fine Arts and the Sciences in Greece. The Foundation was off to a bright start
when, a few months later, in April 1967, its work was cut
short by the military coup, which ousted the Director and
replaced those Members of the Board of Administration
who had not resigned. MIET resumed work immediately
after the fall of the military dictatorship and the restoration
of Democracy in 1974.

PUBLISHING was, from its very inception, the Foundation’s principal activity. In the absence of any essential university publishing in the country, MIET has served as a
model University Press, mostly in the area of the Humanities, setting the standard for excellence by which books are
still judged in Greece. Since 1977, when its first title got into print, the Foundation’s publications have been widely
praised for the apt selection of titles and their excellent
quality, rightfully earning the recognition of both Greek
and international readers. Its books are written and translated by specialist scholars, while their exemplary editing
has set the highest standards and has contributed to improving the quality of Greek book production in general.
Its titles are selected by a special Publications Committee
and cater both to the general reader and the professional,
the amateur and the scholar, as well as to a more specialized and demanding readership which comprises both students and faculty members of universities and all institutions of higher learning. Only last year, 135 titles (an impressive total of 15,000 copies) published by MIET were
bought by the Ministry of Education to serve as textbooks
in Greek Universities for a wide variety of courses in the
Humanities: History (Ancient, Medieval and Modern,
Greek and other), Literature, Archaeology, Art, Art History, the Social Sciences, Philosophy, History and Theory of
Science etc.
MIET has seen to it that the considerable expertise it
has acquired in editing will be imparted to younger generations of professionals. The WORKSHOP FOR COPY-EDITORS is addressed to young people with a university degree who wish to undertake copy-editing professionally.

The Workshop has been running continuously since 2003.
The seven two-year cycles completed to date were taught
by the Foundation’s two senior editors. Job placement of the
Workshop’s alumni, impressively high in these days of economic and financial crisis, attests to the recognition and respect MIET enjoys in Greece’s book culture.

MIET has also played an important, and in certain respects
a leading, role in advancing the appreciation of Greek art
and cultivating public taste at large. Having built, by purchase or through donations, a good and sizable COLLECTION OF ART WORKS, in painting, sculpture, prints, photography and artist’s books, it uses it to mount exhibitions
in Athens, Thessaloniki and the Greek periphery as well as
to promote knowledge of Greek art abroad. MIET seeks to
enrich its collections in areas where it is particularly strong
and where it can grow and expand, with a relatively low
budget, in directions that will render its collections unique.
It owns a remarkable collection of Greek prints, one of the
best in the country, and it is also working towards building
a solid collection of drawings, with the purpose of highlighting draftsmanship as a relatively autonomous and crucial part of the artistic process. The Foundation’s cultural
activities, collections and exhibitions are supported by a fully equipped PAPER PRESERVATION WORKSHOP, which
also offers, on demand, expertise advice on paper and book
preservation.

MIET has championed artists who have never lost their
place of prominence in Greek culture, like Tsarouchis and
Moralis, but it has also lavished attention on less prominent
figures, by organizing major retrospectives of their work.
An important part of its achievement has been in bringing
to the general public’s attention distinguished Greek artists
who, for one reason or another, have not recently come to
the fore, either due to sheer neglect or to other circumstances. Art exhibitions are shown either in the Foundation’s two cultural centers, one in Thessaloniki, the other in
Athens (both impressive architectural monuments), or in
local museums, art halls and other venues, with which MIET
collaborates. Smaller but not less important exhibitions are
held, all year round, at the Foundation’s two Bookshops, of
which more will be said later.
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Thessaloniki

The two CULTURAL CENTERS hold a special place in the
Foundation’s overall structure, featuring a full programme
of activities, events and exhibitions, not only in the arts but,
also and most importantly, in matters of Modern Greece’s
history and historical consciousness. Exhibitions such as
“Writers and Illustrators in Greek Primary School Readers”
and “City Streets” (Immigrant Photography) in Athens, or
“The Great Fire of 1917” exhibition and the World War I
centenary exhibition (“The Forgotten Eastern Front”) in
Thessaloniki, reached high levels of attendance and have
left their mark on their respective visitors, to become points
of reference.

Apart from its art collection, MIET also owns one of the
richest collections of printed maps, atlases and pilot books
on Greece and Greek regions (from the 15th to the 18th century), donated to the Foundation by Victor and Niobe
Melas. MIET’s CARTOGRAPHY ARCHIVE houses this important collection and organizes major exhibitions on the
history of map-making and geographical description of
Greece and its environs.

MIET also manages the ALEXIS MINOTIS BEQUEST IN
MEMORY OF KATINA PAXINOU, with the purpose, expressly stated in the donor’s will, to grant scholarships to
students of theater and the dramatic arts and publish books
on drama.

MIET is also unique in having a HISTORICAL AND PALAEOGRAPHICAL ARCHIVE (H.P.A.), a special department founded in 1974 by Professor Linos Politis. Its aims
are to establish and organize a microfilm archive of manuscript codices and historical archives, to provide scholars,
researchers and students with advice and information on the
study of Greek manuscripts, as well as to collaborate with
other scientific institutions in Greece and abroad in various
research projects for the promotion of Greek palaeography.
Since its inception, the H.P.A. has managed more than 250
palaeographic missions, during the course of which approximately 8,500 manuscripts and 20 large historical
archives have been micro-photographed. Manuscripts have
been photographed from monastery and public libraries in
Greece and abroad (Cyprus, Mt Sinai, Bulgaria, Albania, Romania, Egypt et al.). Alongside the photographic missions,

scholarly work is also undertaken, such as the creation of a
Register of Greek Scribes of the 17th and 18th centuries, the
maintenance of a specialized palaeography library open to
all interested researchers, the organization of palaeography
seminars and participation in scientific programmes. The
H.P.A. also possesses a collection of more than 100 manuscripts, a rich collection of old Greek and foreign printed
works, as well as a fully equipped photographic and digital
laboratory. In addition to its main task of enriching its microfilm archive (a good part of which is digitized by now),
the H.P.A. organizes special lessons in Greek Palaeography
for all those who wish to gain experience in reading old
Greek manuscripts, in weekly classes for beginners and advanced students. Indeed, the study of Greek Palaeography, in
Greece and abroad, would be considerably poorer, to say the
least, without MIET’s Palaeography Archive.

Thessaloniki

MIET also boasts two exemplary BOOKSHOPS, in Athens
and in Thessaloniki, both situated in the city’s commercial
heartland, where the educated reader may find all books
published by Greece’s more than one hundred and twenty
non-profit organizations as well as a good selection of
scholarly editions by a variety of Greek commercial publishers. The two Bookstores have also left their imprint on
the cultural life of their respective cities, by organizing
events (book launchings, lectures etc.) as well as exhibitions
(often closely related to the art and the history of printing).

Athens

Last but not least, MIET acquired by donation in 2009
and has now come to manage one of Greece’s largest and
most important archival collections: the GREEK LITERARY
AND HISTORICAL ARCHIVE, also widely known, by its
initials in Greek, as ELIA. Housed in two, beautifully renovated, neo-classical buildings in the historical center of
Athens, ELIA owns over a thousand literary and historical
archives, the Greek Alexandria Community Archive, a huge
Photography Archive, a Performing Arts Archive, a unique
Collection of Ephemera, and the richest Library of Greek
19th century books, journals and pamphlets. ELIA is open to
all scholars, students and researchers in History, Art, Literature and the Humanities in general. Its collections support,
provide material for or provide the subject of many doctoral dissertations every year, and its on-line collections register 6 to 7 million visits a year.

All this is currently managed on a meager budget of
3,400,000 euros a year, 2,100,000 of which is funded directly
by the National Bank of Greece, the rest hopefully to be
gained by the sale of books or other cultural products. All
major decisions as to the allocation of resources and budget expenditure are taken by the Foundation’s Board of Administration and implemented by the Director and a staff of
68 employees. MIET is also unique among bank-funded organizations in that it does not sponsor or in any way fund
or financially support other activities aside from its own,
ongoing production of cultural events and objects, whether
marketable, like books, or offered gratis to the public at
large. In this respect, it is a mark of MIET’s vital importance
to Greek society that it contributes to supporting, at or
above an elementary level of social sustainability and economic survival, a number of professions, crafts and skills
related to and employed in its various activities.
In short, MIET figures prominently in Greece’s cultural
life. Together with a handful of other institutions (like the
Benaki Museum), MIET is, without doubt, especially during
these last years of unprecedented economic and financial crisis, a guarantor of Greece’s cultural sustenance and continuity, of the country’s sense of purpose, dignity and historical
identity, in as much as the Humanities, the Arts and the promotion of learning may in practice open places of intellectual gravity and stimulation where we can all meet, regardless
of what may still work to segregate us, and where such a sense
of identity and purpose can be explored, creatively reshaped
and renegotiated for the benefit of all. Some would say, without it being a monstrous exaggeration, that MIET is the National Bank’s most precious gift to Modern Greece.
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